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MAGMA TECHNOLOGIES established in 2003 manufactures electric heating products. With over 

several years of experience, commitment and exclusive cutting edge technology, MAGMA offers 

most versatile and quality products and services in INDIA and Abroad as well. Magma aims to 

achieve control over all electric heating problems or projects that proves difficult to the buyer in all 

aspects whether technical or commercial area.

 

Magma designs and manufactures commercial and industrial electric heating and control systems 

that set the industry for excellence. Our main focus is to build custom made electric heating 

elements for customers from domestic specialists to industrial manufacturers who need a new 

heating solution or who can’t find a replacement for their machine / appliance. We deliver satis-

faction by giving total electric heating solution package from start to finish in any project.

 

Magma is fully equipped for all challenges whether internally or externally managed situation. Our 

quality checks are done in house. We can undergo any certification (PRODUCT OR COMPANY) 

process of different - different countries if the deal so demands.

DESIGN &
MANUFACTURE 
ELECTRIC HEATING PRODUCTS



FLAMEPROOF / EXPLOSION
HEATERS



The term explosion proof and flameproof are identical where the internal ignition of a flammable atmosphere will 
not be transmitted outside the enclosure, thereby prevents the ignition of the surrounding flammables.

Flameproof is preferable mode of protection when electrical equipment may potentially have high energy arcing or 
sparking components in normal operation and therefore the formation of an explosion when in a hazardous atmo-
sphere is not easily avoided.

MAGMA Explosion Proof / Flameproof Heaters are made with housings that can withstand explosions, sparking, 
arcing, and flames during the heating of materials. These are designed for industrial purposes, especially in hazard-
ous locations where there is always a possibility of explosion or fire due to the presence of flammable gases, vapors, 
powdered metals or dusts. There are various varieties of mounting available for field installation. All types of enclo-
sures are made from light weight cast aluminum alloy of LM6 terminal enclosure with weatherproof protection is 
attached on the heater according to requirement demand.

There are several types of protection techniques acceptable when designing products for use in these classified loca-
tions: Explosion proof, dust ignition proof, dust tight, pressurized and intrinsically safe. These enclosures set criteria 
to prevent an internal spark or explosion from causing a much larger blast. All components are labeled with the 
distinct classification in which they have been tested and approved for installation.

There are various options available according to temperature class (T1 – T6), choice of element sheath (Copper, 
Monel, Incoloy and Stainless steel). These heaters can be incorporated with sensing devices such as RTD’s, thermo-
stats or thermocouples.

MAGMA EXPLOSION PROOF / FLAMEPROOF HEATERS are suitable for installation located in ZONE 1 and ZONE 2 
hazardous areas where the flammable atmosphere is either group II A, II B, or II C gas.

Applications for these heaters may include oil and gas, chemical works, petrochemical plants and fuel servicing 
areas. ALL CERTFICATIONS CAN BE GIVEN ON REQUEST.

FLAMEPROOF / EXPLOSION HEATERS


